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FAULT INJECTOR? FLIPIT?
High Performance Computing (HPC), which has become the fundamental part of scientific investigation and discovery, faces the affliction of hard and soft faults that causing errors in computer systems. Soft faults, in particular, are not systematically reproducible and therefore propose a big challenge to application’s fault tolerance capabilities. Common soft faults, like a bit-flip caused by a charged particle, can happen to a large scale HPC system on a daily basis. [1]

Consequently, Fault Injectors are designed to simulate manifestation of soft faults and help determine their impacts on HPC applications. FLIPIT is a fault injector structured as an LLVM compiler pass. It instruments code allowing the result of an instruction to be incorrect with a certain probability [2]

IT’S NOT PERFECT.
FLIPIT, despite its improvement over existing fault injectors, can bring considerable overhead in compiling and running processes of the application, due to the fact that it adds function calls into the source code which will take some non-negligible portion of time to be completed; thus making these already time-consuming procedures even worse. Therefore, our main focus has been analyzing the bottlenecks of the fault injection framework and optimizing function structures in order to improve its compile-time and run-time performance.

WE HAVE:
Modified FLIPIT source code and enabled multi-thread compilation to speed up compile process. (@Graph-1 below)
Profiled FLIPIT running-time performance and identified the bottlenecks of existing C/C++ functions. By restructuring fault injection and activation mechanisms, shrinking number of arguments for some C functions, redefining function types and return values, trimming unnecessary methods and branches, adding compiler macros, we were able to eliminate about 40% of original code, and improve FLIPIT runtime performance by 17% to 75%. (@Graph-2 below)
Redefined variables definitions, employed more standardized POSIX & C library utilities, which makes FLIPIT more portable on different platforms and easier to maintain in the future.
Added option for user to specify the bit and byte which they wish their data to be corrupted, allowing them to have more control over the fault injection process.

THERE IS MORE TO DO:
We are planning on including multi-thread injection support and compiler macros that gives user more control over specific areas that they want to inject faults in. Plus, we are also considering adding static injection as an option to the user therefore further reduces running time overhead.
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